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Introduction

■ Treaty ports system 通商口岸

Whether history matters: the opening can be taken as an exogenous shock

Why history matters: phases of closedness and openness from the 19th century

until today

■ History of treaty ports

Dated back to Qing dynasty, unequal treaties

40 cities called "treaty ports" from the 1840s to the 1910s

Obviously, treaty ports have developed better: like Shanghai, Guangzhou and Tianjin



Introduction

■ This paper

Four phases of closedness and openness: the period before 1842, 1842-1949, 

1949-early 1980s, and the 1980s until today,

57 prefectures along the coast or along the Yangtze River

differences-in-differences model

Custom stations(常关) as instrumental variables

■ Main results

prefectures with treaty ports developed better earlier in history 

the development advantage was very much restricted during the closed period between 

1949 and 1978

the treaty ports group once more diverged from the control group after the 1978, 

due to human capital and social norms as legacies.



Historical background

■ 1842: from closedness to forced openness

After the First Opium War, The treaty of Nanking, Five treaty ports: Canton (Guangzhou), 

Amoy (Xiamen), Fuchow (Fuzhou), Ningpo (Ningbo) and Shanghai

■ 1949 - 1978: from openness to closedness

The closed economy led to significant economic stagnation.

■ 1980s - today: from closedness to openness

Since 1980, China has established Special Economic Zones in Shenzhen, Zhuhai,  

Shantou, Xiamen the entire province of Hainan.



Historical background

■ Selection of treaty ports

focus on 57 prefectures on the coastal line and the Yangtze River in the identification

check whether the prefectures with treaty ports differ from the control group before the 

treaty port system



Data

■ Population sizes in the year 1776, 1820, 1851, 1880, 1910, 1953, 1964, 

1982, 1990 and 2000

■ Prefecture characteristics

Geographical variables: Dummies for whether a prefecture is on the coastal line and the Yangtze 

River

Economic variables: Population

Natural resources: Dummies for silk and tea production areas

Political variables: Distance to the Grand Canal. The Grand Canal system totaled about 2,500 

kilometers.

connected the political center of the empire in the with the economic and agricultural centers of 

central and southern China. 

The Grand Canal is a significant element in imperial China’s political stability,



The coefficient on the coastal 

line and the Yangtze River: 

significant

The other covariates: jointly 

insignificant



There are no significant

differences between the 

prefectures with treaty 

ports and the prefectures in 

the control group.



Estimation

■ The effects of history on development



Estimation

■ Estimation for 1776-1953

𝐷𝑖,𝑡 is a binary indicator of being a treaty port or not.

■ Differences-in-differences

β is the average differences in log prefecture-level population sizes between 
treaty ports and the control group

γ: city fixed effect

δ: year fixed effect



Estimation

■ Estimation for 1776-1953

■ Control for pre-trends: time dummy for the years 1776 and 1820        I

■ Control for the time-invariant observables          X



Estimation
■ Estimation for 1776-1953

the (log) population size of the treaty ports is about 12% larger than that of the control group



Estimation

■ Estimation for 1953 till today



Estimation

■ Estimation for 1953 till 

today

The advantage of treaty ports 

disappeared between 1960s and 

1980s.

The differences became significant 

again after the opening of the 

country.

The growth rate of GDP per capita 

has been steadily higher in treaty 

ports since 1988.



Estimation

■ Urbanization outcomes

■ Differences in differences

Urbanization rates during the 1850s and the 1920s grew faster in the treaty ports group than in the

control group.



Estimation

■ Historical custom stations 
(native customs) as 
instrumental variables

There were forty-three custom stations 
established in the 17th century. 

for military consideration and to collect 
taxes from limited inland trade

May become treaty ports later



Estimation
■ Custom stations as instrumental variables

Having custom stations was not related to pre-treaty population sizes or population growth.



Estimation
■ Custom stations as instrumental variables

Results are

consistent with the 

results from differences-

in-differences regressions.



Mechanisms of history

■ Geography including natural resources

■ Tangible political or economic institutions

■ Human capital

■ Social norms or culture

Human capital and social norms play a more important role than geography and 

tangible institutions in this context.



Mechanisms of history

■ Geography including natural resources

focused on places along the coast and the Yangtze River

compared the natural resources in treaty ports and the control group and do not see any 

significant differences 

■ Distance to a railway

treaty ports and the control group did not differ in terms of the distance to a railway in 1985

railways are not the most important means of transportation in the subsample of coastal/river places



Mechanisms of history

■ Human capital

One of the most important institutional features in the history of China: the Imperial Exam System.

The opening of treaty ports introduced modern education to China in the form of missionary 

schools. The curriculum in the modern schools was close to today’s education.

Treaty ports and the control group did not differ significantly from the Imperial exam in terms of

graduates per capita.



Mechanisms of history

■ Human capital

Significantly higher 

in treaty ports



Mechanisms of history

■ Attitudes, norms and culture

Merchants held a very low status in the Confucian social and ideological system.

The number of Christian organizations in 1920 as a proxy



Conclusion

■ The places studied in this paper share similar geographical features 

(along the coastal line or along the Yangtze River) and are accessible to 

trade.

■ Treaty ports have developed better in the short as well as in the long run 

despite the interruption between 1949 and the 1980s.

■ The historical data suggests that human capital and social norms are the 

channels that persist.


